SCRIBE REPORT RUN 1755
Saturday 21 September, 2019
Hares: Not Long Enough, Tequila Slapper &
No Moral Compass (VH)
phuket-hhh.com
GM Wilma opened the circle announcing he was out of spray paint but the Dog Free
Zone would be outside the ring of chairs and no sooner said than with a whelp JC's dog
jumped into the circle followed by a smiling JC to politely accept a down down.
Hares in the circle brought in Not Long Enough with his co-hares Tequila Slapper and
Virgin Hare No Moral Compass. It immediately came to point that it was Tequila
Slapper's birthday to a round of HBYC from the circle, and TS, thanks for the food.
On The Game was called for being our Hash Horn for the day and was cheered from the
circle for the great job she'd done, patching in the pink paper at each check, then
working like hell to catch up with the front runners again before the next check.
Everyone should remember to step aside, as soon as you safely can, to let the horn pass.
Great job done today and OTG accepted a down down, of water!
Reversing order a bit King Klong was called in for a funny and relaxed steward spot.
He called in hashers for all kinds of offenses. Hawaiian Ho had done a deal with a local
madam to solve his overload of Viagra and took the bed price, but wanted to do it 4
times on the floor. SADG was called in for a comparison of hashing here to his
upcoming trek to Annapurna Base camp. Although SADG came screaming back to the
circle today claiming the run was totally too much, he was also claiming that Annapurna
was going to be 5 times worse. Well, King Klong had done some fact checking and
discovered the company SADG is using promotes this program as for anyone who is fit
enough for seven hours of moderately strenuous walking. SADG, called out once again.
How the hell does FA Cup put up with it. Butt Plug was called in for having the Haircut
of the week!! which was akin to having some furry animal strapped to the top of your
head. I thought it had sort an industrial application kind of look.
Run Offenses got rolling when Piss Drinker got in one of our virgins who'd been filming
the entire run, so PD sent him down a false trail while he tied his shoe and waited for the
virgin to eventually return. This was followed by PD jumping around and yelping as he
imitated what the virgin looked like running through the pineapple field, which he can
re-live when he watches his video.
GM brought in 2 virgin Russians and awarded them the privilege of enjoying a doubling

up of PH3 down downs, but their faces changed when the beer was poured into their
shoes for a proper drinking. Welcome to our hash guys.
Run Shirts got No Moral Compass for his HARE shirt. Welcome to haring and the fun it
brings. Fat Bastard was presented a 50 Run Shirt, not for him, but for Just Perfect. Well
done and keep running. Then we had a bit of a dilemma awarding a 25 Run Shirt to
someone without a Hash Name. The circle bounced around a bit before agreeing that
Toey would now be known as Toy For Us. Amazing, a shirt and a name in one day.
It was interesting listening to runners and walkers
descriptions of today's trails, and quite frankly, Not Long
Enough stood no chance, unless the calls were separated
by age group. Listen to our visiting hashers, virgins and
anyone not over 60 and it would be called a Great run.
Reality dictates that NLE's peers are like his great uncle,
or even grandfather. And what's great about this is NLE
didn't give a rats ass. He gave the hash what they used to
give each other when they were his age. This being said
you could see the senior hares not joining in for hash shit
because they understood, and remembered doing the
same. They actually say well done! NLE and partners
opened new trails that will be further explored, cleared, and broken in. I was impressed
with their finding some long-abandoned tracks, and connecting them. A lot of hares
have spent a lot of time on that hill and now we have more. Good run many say, even
though Hash Shit was awarded. Hey think of it as jealousy, and remember Hash Shit is
a great way of PH3 having some fun. But not always... Remember, GYW is watching!
Other Run Offenses had GM calling in On The Game because although she did such an
excellent job rabbiting back and forth he could hear that the horn became less loud and
less loud. OTG, BTW, is an excellent Hash Horn. Lesser Dipshit came in saying he'd
walked the run and it was total shit! No Hope got SADG in because at least the up trail
was steep enough so we didn't have to hear fuck, fuck, fuck all the time. Compari got JC
in telling a story of life where the older you get the earlier you prepare. And, JC must be
right up there because he already had his bike in the back of his truck, and the bike hash
was the next day.
Our 4 virgins were properly iced and officially welcomed, we hope to see you again.
Departers sent off, and time to vote, and singing was dead except for No Hope so
Murkury removed the ring of fame from Fungus, and dropped it over Not Long Enough.
Circle Closed,
Fungus, scribe

